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The SKP Brand is not just a logo but a design scheme 
composed of a number of core individual elements that come 
together to create a distinctive look and feel that makes SKP a 
unique and instantly recognisable brand.

Right from inception, SKP’s founders have emphasised the 
importance of professional standards and personalised 
service; The SKP brand takes this philosophy forward by 
assimilating integrity and high quality in the SKP brand.

This guideline is a ‘how to use’ document that helps 
stake-holders use the SKP brand identity in the correct way to 
create maximum impact and stay true to the brand values 
and attributes. The guidelines also showcase collateral brand 
materials that are essential to create a language that is true 
to the SKP brand.

INTRODUCTION

QUALITY

Our experience allows us to evaluate challenges with a 
discerning mind. Passion is intrinsic to all that we do – it 
helps us innovate, thus allowing us to deliver high quality 
service and products. Moreover, commitment to research 
and clarity in thought and action is our key to achieving 
client delight.

INTEGRITY

In order to create a partnership with our clients and create a 
sense of mutual trust, we are open, honest and approachable 
in all our dealings. This mindset allows us to find the best 
possible solutions for our clients’ needs.

RESPECT AND CARE

Respect and care extend both inwards and outwards. At SKP, 
we care for our team, our clients and society alike. Our 
values of transparency, honesty and compassion enable us to 
act with respect in every interaction.

LEADERSHIP

A leader is one who has an open mind and does not simply 
follow norms without challenging them. We perceive 
innovation as a necessity as every client brings a unique set 
of challenges. We are free in thought; we’ve surpassed 
boundaries time and again, making us pioneers in various 
realms. We firmly believe innovation is the basis for finding 
a 360-degree solution.

SKP VALUES
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IDENTITY - ANALYSIS

The erstwhile SKP logo was analysed 
against established SKP brand attributes.

Besides the SKP brand attributes, a list of 
brand pointers were used to analyse and 
highlight shortcomings of the erstwhile 
physical form of the SKP visual identity

Besides the brand attributes of Quality, 
Integrity, Leadership, Positivity, Openness, 
Clarity, Informative and Experience, the 
criteria used during the analysis were 
space variations, size variations, 
typography, construction and colour.

All these various criteria combined were 
shown to be weak in the Visual Identity, 
reducing it’s integrity, lowering it’s quality 
and uniformity which led to a logo that was 
not clear in it’s various representations and 
which in turn affected the honesty of the 
mother brand.

The new logo corrected all the 
established inconsistencies.

The new logo, while being ‘form’-wise 
correct, retained the essence of the 
original to create an effective brand 
refresh.

It created added layers of attributes 
which brought out qualities which were 
absent in the previous unit.
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IDENTITY - LOGO

LOGO

The SKP logo is the most visible element of the SKP brand. It 
is a universal signature that is used across all platforms of 
communication and interactions with clients.

The SKP logo is a mark that stands for professionalism and 
ethics. It is a guarantee of quality and commitment.

As the logo is such a recognisable and highly visible brand 
asset, it is imperative that it is applied correctly and 
cinsistently to maintain the brand across all the platforms.
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IDENTITY - CONSTRUCTION

X Height = 60% of ‘Ø’Ø (Logo Icon diameter)

1 x Ø 1 x Ø 0.25 x Ø

2.25 x Ø

3.25 x Ø

The SKP logo is constructed such that there is an inherent relation 
between the sizes of the various elements that come together to 
form the logo. These size ratios and correlations always need to be 
maintained to create a consistency and continuity.

The relationship of the various elements shown above and their 
adjacency will always remain constant. This is the SKP logo 
lock-up. The lock-up for the SKP logo is linear with no other 
variation. The linear lock-up creates continuity across any 
medium that might contain the SKP logo.
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IDENTITY - EXCLUSION ZONE & LOCK-UP

25% of Ø (Logo Icon diameter)

Minimum Logo width = 10mm

The SKP logo has an exclusion zone of 25% of the diameter 
of the logo icon. This exclusion zone must be maintained 
always to protect the clarity and visual integrity of the SKP 
logo. No background image, foreground image, illustrations, 
colours, designs, other logos, text etc. should be used in such 
a way so as to come closer than the exclusion zone specified 
or to hinder the clear legibility of the SKP logo in any way.

The SKP logo should never be too small to read or be legible. 
The minimum size set to make sure this doesn’t happen is set 
at 10mm width. The SKP logo should never be made smaller 
than the specified 10mm to maintain it’s integrity.

The SKP logo is always represented linear with the Logo Icon 
and the Logo Type lock-up as shown above.
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BRAND COLOURS COLOUR GRADIENT

C 68   M 12   Y 00   K 00
Position 30 C 00   M 00   Y 00   K 50

-178

C 76   M 20   Y 00   K 05
Position 70

C 84   M 28   Y 00   K 15
Position 90

C 92   M 40   Y 00   K 25
Position 100
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BRAND COLOURS 2 COLOUR - CMYK

C 00   M 00   Y 00   K 50C 76   M 26   Y 00   K 00
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BRAND COLOURS 2 COLOUR - PANTONE

PANTONE Cool Gray 9 CPANTONE 299 C
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BRAND COLOURS 1 COLOUR - GRAYSCALE

C 00   M 00   Y 00   K 50
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BRAND COLOURS

C 00   M 00   Y 00   K 50

C 76   M 26   Y 00   K 00

C 00   M 00   Y 00   K 50

PANTONE Cool Gray 9 C

PANTONE 299 CC 68   M 12   Y 00   K 00

C 76   M 20   Y 00   K 05

C 84   M 28   Y 00   K 15

C 92   M 40   Y 00   K 25

Primary Colours

Colour Gradient 2 Colour - CMYK 2 Colour - Pantone

The primary colour palette for the SKP brand in establised 
and shown above. This palette will always remain constant 
and cannot change for any application. Secondary colours 
which are complimentary and which enhance the SKP brand 
may be used in conjunction with the Primary colours to 
create an effective communication design. Secondary 
colours which clash with, dilute the original Primary colours 
or are too close to the Primary colour palette cannot be used.
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BRAND TYPOGRAPHY

Typography is a powerful tool in the development and 
maintenance of a Brand Identity. Using a typeface which is 
complimentary to the logo consistently makes it recognisable 
and creates a connect between the logo and the 
communication designs / literature. It pulls together 
communications and makes them more distinctive.

The two typefaces used for SKP brand communication are 
Neutra Text and Droid Serif.

For Print; Neutra Text is used only to set the Headers and 
always in all caps while Droid is used to set the introductory 
texts and the body copy as illustrated here.

Arial is used as a tertiary typeface to set body copy for text 
appearing online on websites, newsletters, mailers, 
online-reports, alerts etc. This is so that the typography has a 
consistency which is maintained by the use of a default 
web-safe typeface.

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

HEADER HEADER
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin eu 
pellentesque est, vel fringilla sem. 
Suspendisse eu elit ac dui dictum 
elementum sed nec purus. Nulla sed 
eros orci. Suspendisse sit amet 
dapibus ligula. Aliquam erat volutpat. 
Donec eros sapien, consectetur id 
tellus vel, faucibus fringilla quam. 
Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora 
torquent per conubia nostra, per 
inceptos himenaeos. Nam enim quam, 
varius ut quam ac, varius ultricies 
nisl. Pellentesque vel risus eu diam 
tristique vulputate eu faucibus metus. 
Suspendisse potenti.

Neutra Text

Droid Serif
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BRAND DO’S & DONT’S

There are certain major rules and Do’s & Dont’s which need to 
be followed while using the SKP logo and it’s brand collaterals 
and elements. This helps to maintain continuity and integrity 
of the brand. This list gives an example and is not an 
exhaustive list of best practices in the usage in the logo.

The SKP brand and the logo are not to be used in a way which 
shows the company or the brand in a bad light. Discretion and 
a sense of aesthetics is advised to be employed when using the 
SKP brand elements and the SKP Logo.

1

Changing the size ratio of logo elements

2

Changing the orientation of the logo

5

Rearranging the elements in the established lock-up

3

Using graphic devices to create unnecessary flair.

6

Changing the established ratios of the logo construction

4

Changing or interchanging any established Primary Colour
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BRAND DO’S & DONT’S

The kind of images used for any communication is influenced 
by the SKP brand and the logo. The images chosen should be 
bright with abundance of light or white colours so that the SKP 
logo placed on it is legible and distinctive.

The images need to be of a high quality that subliminally 
represent an idea instead of overtly expressing it in the most 
obvious manner. Conceptual images / Illustrations need to 
follow the same principle.
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BRAND KIT
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BRAND KIT

Droid Serif Regular
(Font Size: 9pts)

Mehernosh Bharucha
Senior Accounts Processor, Offshore Accounts

SKP Business Consulting LLP
Ballard House
Adi Marzban Path 
Ballard Estate, Fort
Mumbai 400 001, India 
t            +91 22 6617 8100
m          +91 98000 00000
e            abc.def@skpgroup.com
w           www.skpgroup.com

Mehernosh Bharucha
Senior Accounts Processor
Offshore Accounts

SKP Business Consulting LLP
Ballard House
Adi Marzban Path 
Ballard Estate, Fort
Mumbai 400 001, India 
t            +91 22 6617 8100
m          +91 98000 00000
e            abc.def@skpgroup.com
w           www.skpgroup.com

7.5mm

12.5mm

Ht = 10mm

4.3mm

4.5mm

4.8mm

30.5mm

49.5mm

Ht = 10mm

Droid Serif Regular
(Font Size: 6pts
Leading: 7pts)

Mumbai | Pune | Hyderabad | New Delhi | Chennai | Bengaluru

Droid Serif Regular
(Font Size: 6pts
Leading: 7pts)7mm

Front Front (with Nexia logo)

Back

VISITING CARDS
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BRAND KIT LETTERHEAD

SKP Business Consulting LLP
19, Adi Marzban Path, Ballard Estate, Fort, Mumbai 400 001, India
t   +91 22 6730 9000   e   skpgrp.info@skpgroup.com   w   www.skpgroup.com
Mumbai | Pune | Hyderabad | New Delhi | Chennai | Bengaluru

Droid Serif Regular (Font Size: 11pts, Leading: 12pts)

Droid Serif Regular (Font Size: 9pts, Leading: 12pts)

116mm

15mm 15mm

10mm

5mm

15mm

 Ht = 0.3mm

Ht = 12mm
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BRAND KIT ENVELOPE

SKP Business Consulting LLP
19, Adi Marzban Path, Ballard Estate, Fort, Mumbai 400 001, India
t   +91 22 6730 9000   e   skpgrp.info@skpgroup.com   w   www.skpgroup.com
Mumbai | Pune | Hyderabad | New Delhi | Chennai | Bengaluru

Ht = 12mm

15mm

16.5mm

19.5mm

105mm

Droid Serif Regular (Font Size: 9pts, Leading: 10.8pts)

Droid Serif Regular (Font Size: 7pts, Leading: 8.4pts)
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BRAND KIT

REPORTS

REPORTS, FLYERS & BOOKLETS

SKP GROUP PRESENTATION

For report templates, please refer to files -

SKP-LLP-0701-ReportTemplate_2Page
(in folders:
00-SKP-BRAND_KIT > 07SKP-Report_Templates)

SKP-LLP-0701-ReportTemplate_MultiPage
(in folders:
00-SKP-BRAND_KIT > 07SKP-Report_Templates)

FLYERS

For Flyer template, please refer to file -

SKP-LLP-0901-FlyerTemplate01
(in folders:
00-SKP-BRAND_KIT > 09SKP-Flyer_Template)

BOOKLETS

For booklet template, please refer to file -

SKP-LLP-0601CaseStudiesA5_01
(in folders:
00-SKP-BRAND_KIT > 06SKP-Case Studies_Artwork-Template)

BRAND KIT PRESENTATIONS

For SKP group presentation (template), please refer to file -

SKP-GRO-0201_GroupPresentation
(in folders:
00-SKP-BRAND_KIT > 02SKP-Presentations_Artwork-Templates > 
0201-Group Presentation)

BUSINESS ADVISORY PRESENTATION

For business advisory presentation (template), please refer to file -

SKP-GRO-0202_BusinessAdvisoryPresentation
(in folders:
00-SKP-BRAND_KIT > 02SKP-Presentations_Artwork-Templates > 
0202-Business Advisory Presentation)

SERVICES PRESENTATION TEMPLATES

For services presentation templates, please refer to files -

SKP-GRO-02013_Assurance_Template
SKP-GRO-02013_BankingFinancialTaxation _Template
SKP-GRO-02013_Finance Accounts Solutions_Template
SKP-GRO-02013_International Taxation_Template
SKP-GRO-SS-F0414-Transfer Pricing_Template

(in folders:
00-SKP-BRAND_KIT > 02SKP-Presentations_Artwork-Templates > 
0203-Service Presentation Templates)
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WEBSITE

The visual language and design style for the website was 
established as relevant to the 6 service divisions. While each 
service division speaks for itself visually, together they all 
come together as a family under the SKP umbrella.

The website for SKP was designed to highlight their 
restructured service offerings. The design exudes the 
endeavour of the new offerings – it’s easily navigable and 
information is expended in a functional format.
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CONTACT

Mumbai
19 Adi Marzban Path, 
Ballard Estate, 
Fort,
Mumbai 400 001.
India.
T: +91 22 6730 9000

Pune
VEN Business Centre,
Baner-Pashan Link Road,
Pashan,
Pune 411 021.
India.
T: +91 20 6720 3800

Hyderabad
6-3-249/3/1 SSK Building,
Ranga Raju Lane, 
Road No. 1, Banjara Hills, 
Hyderabad 500 034.
India.
T: +91 40 2338 6912

New Delhi
B-376,
Third Floor,
Nirman Vihar,
New Delhi 110 092.
India.
T: + 91 11 2242 8454

Chennai
Crown Court,
Office No. 3,
128 Cathedral Road,
Chennai 600 086.
India.
T: +91 44 6555 9959

Bengaluru
Barton Centre No. 312/313,�
Mahatma Gandhi Road,�
Bengaluru 560 001.
India.

OFFICES

skpgrp.info@skpgroup.com

www.skpgroup.com

ONLINE

Toronto
269 The East Mall,
Toronto ON,
M9B 3Z1,
Canada.
T: +1 647 707 5066

Tokyo
Kojimachi Bldg. 2F, 
3-3-6, Kudan Minami, 
Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo, 102-0074.
Japan.
T: +81 3 5211 7878

INDIA DESKS
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